
INTERCESSIONS   -   Focus on The Road to Emmaus 

 

Heavenly Father, 

The disciples on the road to Emmaus had been living in hope that Jesus was the one sent from you 
to redeem their world, but their hopes were dashed after Calvary. They had seen with their own 
eyes that Jesus had died, and their spirits died with them, leaving them in a time of confusion, 
feeling discouraged and defeated.  Their walk was filled with doubt.  Doubt had clouded their mind 
as it does ours at times like this when life suddenly changes so dramatically.  In the current 
coronavirus pandemic we seem to be disconnected from reality, without any fixed points.  The 
pattern created by our normal weekly schedule no longer exists and every day for many is the same. 
When things just don’t seem to make sense, help us to remember that you specialise in things that 
seem to be impossible. 
 

Thank you Father that we can come to you in prayer at any time, whether we are rejoicing, or when 
we are troubled or grieving.  We know that when we are struggling, our hearts can be tempted to 
become hardened, cynical or bitter.  Thank you that we don’t have to be any of those things – we 
can trust in your goodness even when we don’t understand your methods or your timing.  And thank 
you that we can have that deep joy and assurance that you are a loving father who hears and 
answers prayer.  When we don’t know where to turn, we know that you will meet us in that dark 
place, and you will provide the strength, the faith, the hope, the joy and the power to change – you 
give us the supernatural grace we need to bring us through any trial.  We thank you for your help in 
the past, and we rest in your faithfulness today.   

So Father, when we feel discouraged and anxious, as we look at our lives and the state of the world 
around us, help us regain our hopeful perspective, a perspective of faith and not of fear.  We are 
promised in Scripture that Jesus will never leave us or forsake us. Forgive us when we don’t 
recognise you when you are right there beside us. 

Help us to embrace the discipline of prayer during this time of lockdown, help us not to be too 
anxious to share our real questions or our innermost doubts and fears with you.  Help us to slow 
down, to simply focus our thoughts on you, help us to pause and wait as we meet with you, and help 
us to expect that you have something purposeful for us to understand and know if we will just take 
time to truly listen with open minds as we hear from you.  Help us make the most of the extra time 
we have to open ourselves up to you Father. 

 

We pray for our world.   Heavenly Father, thank you that you are a God of compassion.  At this time 
of crisis, we bring before you the people of our country and the world.  We ask for your blessing and 
strength for those working tirelessly to protect and save life.  Help the leaders of the world to be 
strong and courageous and not to sow seeds of doubt when the enemy seems overwhelming  -  in 
the case of the coronavirus, an enemy that we can’t even see!  Help the leaders of governments and 
key scientific advisers make wise, balanced and well informed decisions and to co-operate globally 
with scientific breakthroughs and support for the best outcome for all your people Father. 

 
We pray for our country.  At this time we pray for peace of mind for all those who are worried about 
their jobs, or businesses, large or small, as our economy suffers because of the coronavirus.  We 
especially remember those working in the travel industry, airlines and tourism, where the future is u 



uncertain.  For those guiding our nation and its economy and those shaping national policies on 
health and wellbeing, give them your divine wisdom and insight to make wise decisions that 
economic damage may be minimised and that lives may be saved and many restored to health. 
 
We pray for our town.  We pray for encouragement and strength for overstretched medical staff, 
both in NHS hospitals and in our local GP surgeries and emergency services, who are very likely to be 
over-worked.  We also remember in prayer all those who are unable to attend their regular activities 
(which may have been cancelled) and are feeling lonely or abandoned, and any who are self-
isolating, who will be missing the company of family and friends.  Help us to assure the isolated of 
our love, and of your love Father.  We pray also for all our teenagers and students whose study and 
exams have been disrupted and who are having to live with uncertainty as to how their grades will 
be decided, as well as the frustration of disruption to their social activities.  Give them your peace 
Father.  We pray especially for vulnerable children and adults who are at greater risk during this 
time;  for those who are not safe at home, those who may be plunged into even greater poverty, 
those whose fragile mental health may worsen.  Draw near to all who suffer in mind, body or spirit 
Father.  We give thanks for all the work being done by volunteers who walk with others on their 
road in these challenging times and we pray your protection on them as they serve the needs of the 
community.  

We pray for our church, and we give thanks that despite not being able to meet in person, we can 
meet virtually and, more than that, thank you for reminding us that we are the church.  We pray that 
during this time of lockdown that we may truly BE the church.  Help us be the living church in action 
as we respond to the situations and needs we see around us and in our world right now. We pray for 
spiritual renewal and refreshment for all in our church, and for spiritual awakening in our community 
during this time of crisis. 
 
We pray for members of our church in special need at this time.  Pour out your comfort and your 
peace upon them Father and on all those facing especially challenging and difficult circumstances 
right now.  We also especially remember in prayer all those unable to visit their loved ones who are 
in hospital, or being looked after in care homes, and anyone who is unable to travel to reach loved 
ones. 
 
 
Help us to be alert and awake to your call and to your leading in all we do this week.   

We reflect on the words of Pete Greig, a renowned Christian author on prayer:  ‘Through this 
season, God wants to deepen you, not diminish you; He wants to embolden you and not terrify 
you; He wants the pressure of this crisis to create diamonds in your character.’ 

May each one of us know your courage, your power and your strength today Father.  Thank you 
again that you walk with us on every journey.  Open our eyes to see the places you are walking and 
help us to recognise your presence in our midst. 

We pray all these things in and through the precious name of Jesus, your son, our living saviour.   

Amen. 


